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A SIMPLE RECIPE THAT IS SURE TO PLEASE.
The ingredients are as follows.

400 Grams white chocolate
3 cups icing sugar
vanilla essence to taste

250 Grams butter chopped
1/3 cup cream
hundreds and thousands

METHOD.
1. Place chopped chocolate, butter, sugar, and cream into a saucepan.
2. Stir over gentle heat until chocolate and butter have melted and mixture is smooth.
3. Simmer for I minute. Transfer to a bowl. Beat with an electric mixer for 3 minutes until
mixture stiffens. Add vanilla.
4. Pour into a foil-lined 20cm square cake tin. Decorate top with hundreds and thousands.
Refrigerate until firm. Cut into pieces. Store in an airtight container in the fridge.
Makes about 36 pieces.
YUM-EEEEEEEEEEE

WHY STANDARD BRAKE FLUID
SHOULD BE CHANGED AT LEAST
EVERY 2 YEARS.
Standard brake fluid is made from a
material that is hygroscopic by nature.
This means that the brake fluid
absorbs moisture or water from the
atmosphere. The water content
eventually lowers the boiling point of
the fluid causing brake fade and
corrosion of the master and wheel
cylinders.
Synthetic or silicon brake fluids are
more resistant to moisture absorption
and therefore have a much longer
service life. The price of synthetic
fluids can often make their use
unrealistic while the neglect to flush
and replace standard brake fluid can
result in expensive repairs that could
be avoided………….. when having your
car serviced next speak to our service
department who may be able to advise you.

The Logan addition of “Clever Coupons” is an
advertising news paper style promotional
publication stacked full of free B’s and specials.
This paper is always full of great specials and
offers. Some of the great bargains are at “Pattons
Big Gun Butchers” ‘Video Ezy” etc. etc.
As you may not receive a copy we have inserted
UMR Engines free offer from this paper so all
our newsletter readers have an opportunity to
participate.

$20petrol
FREE

with
every job over $100
Not to be used with any other
offer..valid until 31/03/2003

FREE

Not to be used
with any other
offer..valid until

31/03/2003

ENGINE CHECK
Consisting of diagnostics & cooling
system pressure check
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